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How long does the human
cleavage phase last?

Question from last week about the timing of 
developmental stages in humans
First cell division is about 24 hours after fertilization.  
Compaction to form
blastocyst at about 
day 4; implantation
Gastrulation begins
about day 14 and
takes about a week

A few more items about mammalian 
cleavage

Not only are cleavage divisions relatively slow (12-24 
hours each), but there are several other differences in 
mammalian cleavage
– Rotational orientation of cleavage planes
– Asynchronous division 

of blastomeres (odd cell counts)
– Switch from maternal to genomic control of gene expression 

happens much earlier 
– At 8/16 cell phase, compaction happens, 

where half of the cells separate from the 
other half, forming  a chorion, the 
embryonic part of the placenta.
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Maternal gradients

Axis formation in drosophila depends on maternal 
gradients (not just a/p, but also dorsal/ventral and 
probably lateral, too).
Nurse cells surrounding the unfertilized egg (oocyte) 
in the ovary export mRNA and ribosomes into the egg.
The pattern of nurse cells around the egg is 
asymmetric, making gradients possible.

Morphogenesis

Cellular differentiation is only part of embryogenesis.  
How do cells get organized into complexly structured 
organs?
– How do cells segregate by type to make tissues?
– How are tissues ordered into organs?
– How are organs spatially arranged?  How do cells know where 

to go, how to get there, and when to stop?
Much of the answer is due to differential affinity 
among cells. 
– Cells can recognize their neighbors, and most importantly, 

adhere to them. 

Cell Adhesion

Differential ability to adhere to other cells is the 
mechanism by which cells segregate.
– A thermodynamic model minimizing interfacial free energy 

• If cell type A adheres to itself better than it adheres to B and better 
than B adheres to itself, then sorting will occur, with A in the
center

• If the A-B adhesion is much less
than A-A and B-B, then two 

distinct aggregates will form
• If A sorts centrally to B, and 

B sorts centrally to C, 
A will sort centrally to C as well.
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The molecular 
basis of cell adhesion

Tissues are constructed by both different amounts and 
classes of adhesion molecules
One key class of adhesion
molecules are the cadherins,
which hold together 
epithelial cells
Cadherins are internally
bound by catenin. (Recall
catenins are also part of 
wnt signal transduction!)

Cellular migration

Migrating cells turn off their adhesion proteins
– They turn on again when the cell reaches its destination. 
– Cells that do not adhere as well as their neighbors will segregate 

to the periphery
Extracellular matrix contains proteins that act both as 
attractants and repellents for particular cellular 
subtypes.
Heart cells (early migrators) follow a gradient of 
fibronectin along the endodermal surface to its 
maximum concentration near the gut tube 

Constraints on organ development

Evolution: 
– Changes in developmental trajectory must be layered onto 

existing development programs.  Often remnants remain. 
– E.g. 6 aortic arches are made, then collapse to 1 in birds and 

mammals, a holdover from the vascularization of gills.

Physics: 
– E.g. need to move a lot of blood, but need to ensure that there is 

adequate time to absorb nutrients.   Hierarchy of vessel sizes: 
fast flow in large diameter, slow flow (but greater cross-
sectional area) in small diameter vessels.

Physiology: 
– Embryonic structures must work, often before completion
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Evolution and development

Morphological similarity can arise from homology or 
functional constraints (analogy)
– Bones in bird and bat wings are 

homologous, but flight adaptations
did not arise from a common ancestor
and are therefore analogous

Evolution of development

Developmental genetics is just now being integrated 
with population genetics
New approach postulates that much evolutionary 
change (e.g. the origin of new species) arises through 
heritable changes in developmental pathways
Neoteny: the evolutionary retention of earlier 
developmental stages in adulthood
– Important in human evolution: we are more like our immature 

primate relatives than like the adults.

How can development change

Evolutionary changes can happen at any phase in 
development 
– Why don't changes early in development disrupt the trajectory of

rest of the process? 
Modularity. Not all parts of the embryo are connected 
physically or functionally
– Allometry: different embryonic parts grow at different rates.

• Changes in relative growth rates causes coherent change, and can
cross thresholds to create qualitative change

– Heterochrony: shift in the relative timings of embryonic events 
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Allomtery

Relatively modest changes in quantitative factors can 
lead to significant developmental differences
One particularly important factor is the number of cells 
giving rise to an organ
– E.g. cell count in 

newt limb bud 
determines number
of bones. 

– Experimental manipulation
mirrors species differences

Duplication and divergence 
at the tissue level

Recall gene duplication events followed by functional 
divergence creates new enzymes.
Same can happen in development.  
– Modularity makes this possible.

Structures can be duplicated, 
and then diverge in function 
– E.g. cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae 

New tissue types can be created 
by changes in regulation of 
duplicated genes

Back to organ assembly

The assembly of tissues into organs is extremely 
complex at the molecular level
– Involves many transcription factors with precisely generated 

concentrations, localizations and timings. 

Fluid pressure and
other physical
forces are exploited
by developmental
paths, as well as 
transcription and 
adhesion factors
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Organ components 
do not arise together

Cell differentiation occurs separately in several regions 
which them migrate together 
E.g. vertebrate heart forms from two parts which start 
together, separate, then merge.
– Veins and arteries 

develop separately 
from each other 
and from the heart

Stem cells mediate 
proliferation in adults

Adult proliferation 
– Some cell types stop 

proliferating, e.g. bone
– Others are produced in 

adulthood, e.g. blood

Stem cells: 
– Specialized cell types that 

both reproduce themselves 
and spin off other cell 
types.

– Pluripotent can create other 
stem cells as well

Stem cells are rare
but very important

About 1 in 10,000 cells in adult bone marrow is a 
pluripotent stem cell.  
Adult neuronal stem cells have been demonstrated to 
exist, but are extremely rare. 
There are levels of pluripotency
– Embryonic stem cells can be differentiated into all other kinds 

of stem cells
Human embryonic stem cells have been isolated from 
blastocysts arising from IVF, and have great medical 
potential.
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Nervous system development

Part of the ectoderm 
differentiates into the 
neural plate, from 
which a neural tube
and neural crest form
Neural tube becomes
brain and spinal cord
Neural crest becomes
peripheral nervous 
system (and facial cartilage and teeth!)

Neural migration

Neurons migrate further and faster than other cell 
types.  Speeds up to 40�m/hr!
Follow both 
other cells
(glia) and
molecular
gradients
Can travel
over 1m to
precisely specified target

Neurulation ends global interactions

Neurulation is when the neural tube and neural crest 
form (early organogenesis).  
– Up until this point the number of global interactions within the

embryo has been increasing.
– After this point, global interactions decrease, and local 

interactions predominate
– Possible explanation for the relatively fixed nature of vertebrate 

body plans?
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The chordate bauplan

There aren't very many animal bodies (baupläne).  The 
chordate bauplan is very widely conserved.
The Homeobox (Hox) 
genes are determinative
of the bauplan
– Hox genes are conserved

in sequence and in order
along the genome.

– More elaborate body plans
have more hox genes


